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Abstract

Angles-Only Navigation has been focused to estimate the target’s initial position mainly in recently
years. However, if the target’s initial position has been supplied roughly by other equipments and the
chaser are required to flight to target immediately, how does the angles-only navigation method work for
the following RV flight? The possible working mode is estimating target’s relative motion parameters
continuously by Extend Kalman Filter based on the angles-only measurement. But is it the possible best
mode?

Here, a new application method for angles-only navigation is discussed for this case. During the RV
flight stage, the angles-only navigation could be used to improve the precision of target ’s initial position
and velocity only by very limited angles-only measurements and analytical calculation . No filter is used.
The possible best precision and observation time windows are valued too. The method should be more
convenient in engineering application since the angles-only measurements and calculation are very limited.

The main research work are followed. Since the target’s initial orbit information is roughly, the errors
of the initial position and velocity are selected as the unknown variables. The target’s orbit information
could be integrated roughly. The relationship model among the target’s initial information, errors of
the target’s initial orbit information and the revised target’s orbit information is constructed based on
the CW equation. The measurement model among angles-only measurements, chaser’s orbit information
and revised target’s orbit information are constructed based on the geometry relationship. Combined
the two models together, the analytical resolution of target’s initial errors could be constructed. If the
chaser finished two maneuver and measurements is collected in different time, the initially errors would
be resolved and initial orbit is improved.

The analytical precision model for initially errors is derived by introducing the angles-only measure-
ment, angles-only measurement error, position of target and chaser. The best precision decided by these
parameters could be modeled, too. Then the possible best precision for motion information and the best
observation time windows are valued, too.

Simulations valid the method’s performance. The distance between target and chaser is about 50km,
the measurement precision of angles-only and target’s initial position is about 10” and 2000m, respectively
. The precision of target’s initial position could be improved to 200m by the mentioned method and would
be benefit for the following RV flight.
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